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The body of knowledge applicable to the practice of medicine is vast and growing exponentially and there is no possibility, and never was, of teaching the subject comprehensively. Rather, students need to be shown how to find their way to and through the day of knowledge in order to apply it safely to the care of the individual or population concerned. Thus, for the study of paediatrics and child health, undergraduate students need a clear syllabus to define the core knowledge, experience, and skills to be acquired. This should be supported by a basic text, selective additional reading, or the equivalent information in electronic format. The whole needs to be brought to life through contact with clinical teachers, and the clinical drama of the lives of children and their families. The students’ attitudes to learning will inevitably be affected by the content and structure of their examinations in paediatrics and child health and how these in turn relate to their graduation prospects.

The agenda for learning and teaching the medicine of childhood differs slightly but significantly from the medicine of adulthood. In addition to classical anatomy, and the anatomy of the genome, students need to focus on the anatomy of the family and of the society in which the family live. They need to be encouraged to take as much interest in the physical sign of the parent not present at the bedside, of the total family’s attendance in the outpatient clinic, of the distress signals of silence or overactivity, as in feeling the tip of an enlarged spleen or demonstrating a positive Babinski reflex.

In these days of the nightmare of health service reforms, it is perhaps surprising and heartening to note the emergence of an immensely important (if obvious) principle, namely that medical education should be lifelong, bridging the great divides of the past, at graduation, at collegiate membership, and consultancy appointment. The essence of continuing medical education for consultants should be no different from the education of undergraduate students of medicine: we have to establish firm but impermanent foundations of core knowledge on which to build a theoretical and applied approach to medical practice drawn from the ever changing technology, language, and database of the clinical sciences. The ‘senior’ and ‘junior’ students may then sit and learn together, provided they remain hungry for knowledge. My central concern is...
how to sustain this insatiable appetite which is the driver of lifelong learning.

I have a greater belief in role models than in CD-ROMs. If we can harness from continuing medical education an ethos of consultant led curiosity then students of all ages and stages will remain starry eyed about their vocation. At their best, clinical meetings and ward rounds are stimulants of the learning appetite. If a consultant will go out of her or his way to see an interesting case under another colleague's care on ward 37, then 'junior' students, undergraduates, senior house officers, and registrars will make the trek likewise. Of course we must all see the interesting case as a person and a human and domestic problem in need of our care, but also reflect on the variation and similarity among the common conditions, and the illuminating lessons of the rarity.

From the reforms in higher education, it is emerging that we are to be judged (and funded) on the quality of our undergraduate teaching. I suppose this is to be welcomed. It will at least give status to teaching and even to teachers, provided that the evaluation process does not give birth to another monster paper-chase, auditing to death the very practice that we are seeking to enhance. There must be room for the charismatic teacher – the Cliff Roberton, Mary Lindsay, Ronnie Mackeith, Peter Tizard – who, notwithstanding regulations, will set the student's imagination alight, even if we cannot measure how it's done nor define the education outcome.

This brings me back to my critical assumption that good sense will prevail among those writing the core syllabus for our students, juniors, and seniors alike. Putting ideology aside, if there are assessments to be made, then all students will turn to the syllabus on which they are being assessed. We need to be sure that the importance of the clinical consultation, of Winnicott's views on good enough parenting, and of *primum non nocere* sit alongside blood gas interpretation and the new genetics, in the formal examinations in paediatrics and child health. There must be room at all stages of our education for value to be given to the sense of vocation, of the tradition of the noble physician and the timeless relationship between student and teacher.

'More than the calf needs to suck, so does the mother cow need to give suckle'

*Babylonian Talmud (Pesachim 112a)*
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